ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In an industrial context of increasing competition, companies are constantly called up on to work together (to collaborate) to face up to this strategic issue and to be able to provide the level of required service for their customers. To benefit from this collaboration, the tasks of Data Mining (Clustering, mining and knowledge management ...) should consider all the datasets associated with these collaborating companies although they are distributed on several different sites. Obviously, for confidentiality reasons (ex. medical or bank data), sharing data between collaborating companies is not allowed. So, centralizing their data by combining them into one dataset and then performing the task of Data Mining is not appropriate. In this paper, we are interested in the problem of clustering and specifically in collaborative clustering preserving data confidentiality and using self organizing maps of Kohonen. [1] The rest of this article is organized as follows: we'll present our vertical collaboration approach in section 2, after introducing the problem of collaborative clustering. In Section 3, we'll present different results. Finally, we completed by the conclusion. .
Collaborative Clustering
Collaboration between the companies has intensified in recent years and has become one of the usual corporate strategies. Often, large local companies outsource the manufacture of certain parts or the provision of certain services to small businesses. Moreover, there are small companies in the same activity sector or even in the same industry forming between them strategic organizations which favours flexible specialization and collective efficiency.
In both cases, to better take advantage of collaboration and clustering, the collaborating Companies must have a global clustering result considering all their data. Obviously, for reasons of confidentiality, data sharing between these companies is forbidden, which prevents centralizing their data by combining them into one database and perform clustering on the latter. Thus, in literature [2, 3, 4] some studies have been proposed which allow collaboration of several distributed datasets over several different sites while preserving the confidentiality of these data According to the structure of collaborated datasets, there are three main types of collaboration: horizontal, vertical and hybrid collaboration. In this work, we are particularly interested in horizontal topological collaborative clustering inspired by the work of fuzzy collaborative cmeans [5] and introduce the notion of self organizing map of Kohonen [6] .
We will introduce our approach in the dimensionality reduction, but imagine the case when we have a very large data set and all the features a pertinent and no reduction can be made. In this case, to accelerate the data mining of these data sets we can separate the data in some subsets (using a separate collaborative function) and then we can use the collaborative clustering to cluster this data.
Collaborative clustering was first investigated by Pedrycz [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , using a fuzzy kmeans algorithm. The fundamental concept of collaboration is: "the clustering algorithms operate locally (namely, on individual data sets) but collaborate by exchanging information about their findings" Pedrycz.
Topological unsupervised horizontal collaborative clustering
In the case of horizontal clustering, all data sets describe the same observations. So, all these collaborative datasets have the same number of observations but a different number of variables. What we would like is that after the collaboration, if an observation of the i th data set is projected onto the j th neuron of the ii th SOM map, then the same observation of the jj th data set is projected on the same neuron j in the jj th map or on one of the neighboring neurons.
In other words, neurons that correspond to different maps should capture the same observations. That's why we have added a term to the objective function of the classical SOM learning algorithm in order to approximate the neurons tow hich an individual belongs on all the maps. We weighted this function by the collaboration parameter α which is set by the expert depending on the confidence of the collaborated map.
Formally, we have achieved the following new objective function:
with
Where P is the number of data sets, N -the number of observation son the dataset and ii is the same for all bases, |w| is the number of prototype vectors of the map ii. This function is minimized for each dataset during the collaboration step.
Figure1 shows the schema of horizontal collaboration between multiple maps from several datasets.
The minimization of the horizontal collaborative clustering
So, we have xi= (xi1,xi2,..,xin) et wj= (wj1,wj2,..,wjn) and the R HCol SOM [ii] function can be rewritten as following:
The necessary condition for finding the minimum of the : 
For t= 1 toT max (T max indicates the number of iterations) do
Learning step:
At each iteration t choose an input x(t) in general, randomly, and present it to the map.
Competition step:
Choose the best matching unit (BMU)i * by computing ||xi −wj(t)||²
Updating step:
Update the winner neuron i * and its neighbors: wj(t+1)= wj+ε(t)K j,χ(xi)( xi−wj(t)) Decreasing the size of the bmus neighborhood area and the learning coefficient ε(t)= 0. 
end for end for end for
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate our approach, we computed the quantization error (distortion) on several maps of different size. To show the importance of our approach to the clustering problem, we calculated the purity index of each map. [12 , 13] .
The purity of a neuron is the percentage of data belonging to the majority class. Assuming knowledge of all classes of data L= (l1, l2,...,l |L|) and all the neurons C= (c1,c2,...,c |C| ), the term which expresses the purity of a card is defined as follows:
Where |C k | represents the total number of data associated with the neuron C k , |C ik | represents the number of data class l i which are associated with neuron ck and n the total number of data. The purity of the map is equal to the average purity of neurons. A good SOM map should have a greater purity.
Results on the waveform dataset
We use the waveform dataset [14] in order to show the improvement of the collaborative topological clustering approaches because this dataset has twenty noisy features added to the data, and allows us to provide a visualization of each result. We note that the analysis of these results must be made in a color mode. The computed validation indices are shown in tables 1. Waveform data set: This data set consists of 5000 instances divided into 3 classes. The original base included 40 variables, 19 are all noise attributes with mean 0 and variance 1. Each class is generated from a combination of 2 of 3 "base" waves.
Improvement of the horizontal approach
In order to have two datasets with the same observations but described by different variables, we divided the Waveform dataset size 5000 x 40 into four databases: the first and the second part of the dataset (5000x10; 5000x10) which corresponds to all the relevant variables [1,2,...,20]; the second and third part (5000 x10; 5000 x10) containing the noise of the base -the set of variables [21,22,...,40]. We use these datasets to show the entire process that will enable collaboration of all datasets in a horizontal manner. The collaboration matrix α was set initially a t α = [11, 11] . We selected maps of dimension 10x10, and then we execute the local step of the collaboration clustering algorithm on the first dataset which is to learn a SOM map for all the observations of this dataset. Another map has been used to learn the observations of the second dataset during the local learning step. Figure  2 (a) and Figure 2 (b) present respectively the prototype vectors obtained on the first and second map after the local learning step. The two axes X and Y represent respectively the indices of variables and prototypes. We then construct another map for the 1st dataset by collaborating with the second map (SOM2) and obtained a map presented in the figure 2(c). The same collaboration was done for the 2nd dataset in collaboration with the first map (SOM1) and we obtained the map21 which is shown in the figure 2(d) .
If we compare the first local map (SOM1) which has a purity index equal to 75.71 and the one obtained after the collaboration (SOM12), we can notice that the second local map has influenced the latter. It is thus that, due to the influence of the high important variables from the second local map (SOM2) having 79.61 purity index, the variables [1− 4] of the collaborated SOM12 map has more importance (red color) compared to the SOM1 map obtained from the same dataset. The collaborated SOM12 map purity increase to 76.21 compared to the first local map thanks to the SOM2 map with which the map collaborated.
And similarly, the first our variables from the collaborated SOM21 map has less importance Compared to the local SOM2 map due to the collaboration with the first map (SOM1) where The variables [1−4] has less importance compared to the SOM2local map, and respectively the accuracy index decrease to 78.72 as a result of the collaboration with a map which has a smaller accuracy. The same analysis can be done for the learning quantization errors of these maps. The respective purity indexes and quantization errors can be find in the table1 from this chapter. Table 1 summarizes the evaluation criteria associated with these maps. The local step of the collaboration approach was done also for the third and fourth datasets which contains noise variables. The figure 4shows the both local maps SOM3 and SOM4 issued from these dataset which shows the noise features for all the prototypes. Due to the features noise in these datasets, the purity indices a very smaller compared to the first two maps, and are equals to 47.19 for SOM3 map and to 51.26 for SOM4 map (table1) Now, we will collaborate the local SOM1 map ( figure 2(a) ) with local the SOM3 map ( figure 3(a) ) in order to see the influence of the noise features on the important features and vice versa. On the SOM13 map ( figure 4(a) ) obtained after the collaboration with the SOM3 map, we can see that the high important variables [6−10] reduced the importance due to the collaboration with the noise variables compared to the local SOM1map and the purity index decrease considerably to 62.47(from75.71). Contrarily, the collaborated SOM31map We, will made the same collaboration process between the SOM1 local map containing relevant variables and the local SOM4 map containing noise variables. As for the SOM13 map, the noise SOM4 map influenced the SOM1 map but a little less than collaborating with the SOM3 map. The relevant features decrease their importance after the collaboration due to the noise features presented in the local SOM4 map (figure 5). Relevant variables from can't increase the importance of features from the 4th map, to do this we need to increase the confidence parameter α for the 1st map. The purity indices and quantization errors which explain these results are shown in the table 1.
In the (figure 6) we shows the collaboration between two maps SOM14 and SOM21obtained after the collaboration between1stand 4 th maps; and between the 2 nd and1st maps respectively.
This result shows that in the case of collaborating of two maps containing relevant variables, then the obtained collaborated map will contains high relevant variables which will increase the map accuracy (table 4.1). We remind that red color represent important variables for each map's prototype. We note obtained map SOM14-21.
As, the SOM14-21 map contains high relevant features, we will collaborate this one with the SOM41 map containing noise variables, but increasing the confidence parameter α to 8 For the SOM14-21 map and decreasing α to 0.2 for the SOM41 map in order to weight the learning to take more into account the SOM14 map. As we can see on the (figure 7), the collaborated obtained map changed its structure by increasing the importance of features [4−9] , that means that the important features from the first map high influence don't he noise features, and increase the purity index to 66.84, and decreasing the quantization error to 2.01. From Table 1,we can notice that then collaborating a map with a higher purity index with another which has a smaller purity, the accuracy of the first one will decrease and vice versa. The same situation can be analyzed for the quantization error, where it will increase while collaborating a map with another which has a bigger quantization error. This is the main Enigma of the collaborating technique: to know when the collaborating process will increase clustering validation indices; but in the unsupervised learning, computing these indices are not usually possible, so, the main goal is to make collaborating the maps.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we have proposed approach for clustering of multiple databases derived from several datasets using Kohonen's self-organizing maps: horizontal collaborative SOM. The horizontal collaborative SOM approach is adapted for horizontal collaboration datasets that describe the same observations but with different variables. Thanks to the principle of this approach, data confidentiality is preserved. During the collaboration phase, each data set is collaborated with all the maps obtained during the local phase. Thus, each site uses its dataset and the information from other SOM maps, there by learning a new map that is similar to the map that would be obtained if we had centralized Datasets and then clustering it. Thus, the SOM maps obtained after the collaboration step are similar. This approach has been validated on multiple datasets and experimental results have shown very promising performance.
